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This study- 111111s undertaken in the belief that, al though the importance 
ot helping secondary school youth to becon.:e proficient as eonsllm!',rs is 
gene.rally recognized by educational planners, a need exists for developing 
materials to vitalize the tea.e.hing of eonsurr.er education.. Because as an 
area of study in the public schools consumer edueation is relatively new, 
the teacher is able to obtain only scant help from those who have gone 
be:t'onl; she is left largely to her own resources in selecting and organizing 
material.s. In the hope that the accompanying study may be helpful to 
the honsmaking teacher wishing to in,elude consumer education as a p1:1rt of 
her course offerings,, the writer has collected and developed some 
suggestions for evaluation to be used as a part of the consumer education 
unit. 
The writer wishes to express her appreciation to Miss Rowan Elliff, 
Associate Professor of Home Economics Education,. whose guidance and encouragement 
have made this study possible, and to Dr. Millie V. Pears,~d of the 
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CONSUMER EDUCATION IN THE MODERN HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM 
The inereasing complexity of the national economy m~1kes it more and 
:more diff ieult to define the proper role of' a du eat ion in meeting the needs 
of citizens, and still more difficult to translate the stated purposes 
into a :runctioning educational :program. Some educators me.intain that we 
now lmow enough about improving learning to effect a real revolution in 
our educational system; however, the evidence indicates that practice 
lags far behind educational theory.. In spite of general agreement that 
tha sc..'l>ioola should equip all youth to :meet their everyday needs~ present-
day schools still lean heavily upon. traditional subject-matter and methods. 
Harold Alberty says: 
•••• sehools have not t, by and large, given much attention. to 
personal living, including health education, :f'ace-to-:fsce 
relation.ships of adolescents, or to the participation of the 
student in the socio-economic life of the community .. 1 
Th0 fact that the academic curriculum is .not always in tune with the 
needs of those who study it was brought forcibly to our attention by a 
ree&nt investigation showing that almost half or the boys and girls in 
" the United States eligible f'or graduation from high sehool drop out before 
raeeiving diplom.a.a.2 Although various explanation.a may be offered to 
account for the large number of drop-outs, there seems little doubt tbat 
the majority leav-e school because they cannot see that education as they 
know it is getting them anywhere. Certainly education has a long way to 
1 Harold Alberty, ~:rgruii:.rt.ng !. High Sehool Curriculum, p. 8. 
2 J. Dan Hull• J\. Primer of Life fi.dJustment~ Education, p. J.. 
go be:fore it can truthfully be said that :provision has been made for the 
needs of all youth. 
In any evaluation ot today's educational system, the questions 
immediately arise: how can tomorrow's citizens b.e lrept in our high 
echools, and how can they be helped to develop into more effective 
citizens? 
Fundamental Needs ~Secondary s,cnool Students 
Improving the holding po'Mtr of the aehool depends upon building a 
program based upon the needs of' the students which they themselves 
recognize. The adolescent seeks to understand the maturing body, to get 
along with the opposite sex, to have group approval. to select a vocation, 
and to settle on a philosophy of life. His training should prepare him 
for worthy home membership, for eeonom.io competence, for civic partieipation, 
for good work habits, for hia responsibility as a eon.sumer, and for con-
structive use of leisure time. Other goals or tasks of adolescents suggested 
by Quillen and Henna are: 
To prepare for and secure a job that will provide adult status 
To become intelligent in the purchasing of goods and services 
To establish statu.s as an adult citizen through competence in 
social-civic activities 
To develop a philoso_phy of life and a design for living commtm-
surata with individual potentialities, social realities, and 
the idea.ls of democracy 
To make fundamental choices of allegiance3 
Certain ot the tasks ot secondary education fall clearly within the 
scope of eon.sumer education. "To become intelligent in the :purchasing 
of goods a.ad serviees" implies that the consumer needs to be able to judge 
3 J"ames Quillen and Lavone A. Hanns, Education for social Competence, 
pp. 25, 26. 
the worth of produets he buys frequently, and to know how to seeure 
impartial inf'orm.ation a.·bout goods he buys only oecasionally. 1-Ie must be 
able to plan expenditures in terms of real and lasting values> sinee 
highly developed sales techniques tend to create more wents than can be 
satisfied on available ineo~. He needs to lUlderstand something of how 
the economie system functions in relation to his welfare" and his responsi-
bilities as a contributing member of society. 
Many educators recognize a need for more adequate training in con-
sumption as a way to better living. Although edueation for intelligent 
buying he.a for many years been an essential part of the homemaking 
eurrieulum, other aspects of consumer education have been largely neglected. 
By and large, pupils have not learned about the various agencies which 
offer help to the consumer; they have not understood how the complex 
production and marketing system which makes possible enriched. living 
gives rise to certain problems. Few students know how to get reliable 
product ratings, or how to proteet them.selves against high pressure sales 
mthods. 
By its very nature, consumer education ha.a an important eontribution to 
make toward better living. Mendenhall and Harap point out the role of con-
sumer education as follows: 
Consuimr education coneerna tbe im:prove:rrent of' living by 
thoughtful selection and wise use of the resources for con-
sumption •••• Consumption maintains life and, planned and 
expanded, enriches life. Enlightened eonsumptionj as it may 
be shaped by adueation, becomes the fine art of living.4 
Thus con.aun:ter edueation becomes important as a way of equipping students 
to meet their everyday- needs. 
4 J"ames E. l49ndenhall and Henry Ha.rap, Consumer Edu.c.ation., p. 14. 
Present Status !:.£_ Consumer Education ~ the Secondary Schools 
A survey of the extent to which consumer education has been included 
in the · secondary .scllool curriculum indicates that only in very recent years 
has the school aasum:ed any appreciable responsibility for educating the 
consumer. A.a late as 1938 Coles stated that 
As we turn to the public school system as an agency for edu-
cating the consumer, we find that in the past little has been 
aeeom,pliahe<'i •. Whereas considerable interest hes been placed 
in the se.~ools upon training to earn a living. there has been 
little attention to teaching them how to spend money advan-
tageously. 5 
A survey of available literature inclieates that schools are beginning 
to aeeept their obligation to prepare students for their role as consumers. 
In a study made in 1941, J'aek T. Riley reported that ten .:per cent of_ 216 
Oklahoma schools investigated offered separate courses in consumer education. 6 
Five years later the Nation.al .A.ssoeiation of Secondary School Principals 
oondu.eted a Oonsumar Education Study under the leaderahip of Dr. Thomas 
Briggs to survey the whole field of· consumer education. This study' as 
reported by .Persia Campbell in 11".he Consllll»r Interest showei that a 
- . 
questionnaire was sent to 2915 high schools enrolling•3QO or more pupils. 
Usable returns received from. 725 s-chools indicated that 2f. per cent of 
them offered separate courses .in the 11th or 12th grades; this was exclu.sive 
ot epecial units of study on consumer problems given in other subject 
matter fields. 7 
A survey of practices pertaining to the teaching of eon.sumer edueation 
in homemaking classes reveals tha.t in the past the most usual procedure has 
5 .ressie V. Coles t ~ Consumer-Buyer ~ ~ Market, p .. 577. 
6 J'a.mes E .. .Mendenhall and Henry Harap, Consumer Education, p. 55. 
? Persia Campbell. ~ Consumer Inter-est, p. 620. 
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bean to integrate certain aspects 01' consumer education with other units 
usually taught in homemaking classes, rather than to offer a separate unit 
in consumer education. This .situation has often led to the omission of 
certain important ·aspects of the subject not readily integrated with foods, 
clothing, housing, child care, heal.th, or re lat ions. Realiz_i.ng that so.me 
phases of oonsUJ11:n .. education were being neglected, Dorothy Groves in 1949 
prepared a source unit designed to aid the homemaking teacher in planning 
for the study or consumer education. 8 
The unit prepared by Mias Groves includes a wealth of material for 
teaching consUJOOr education, and is organized in terms of (l) over-all 
objectives of the unit> (2) generalizations, (3) student activities, 
{4) suggested methods of evaluation. and (5) sources of information .• 
Learning ae"tivities suggested in the unit are g;r-ouped around the following 
headings: "performing consumer responsibilities inte.lligentlytt; ttmanaging 
l"esources to enrich livingn and "using consumer. services and information". 
Miss Git"oves planned her source unit for use st the edvanood high 
school level and 1111:HlCt an effort to "draw into one co-ordinated whole the 
previous consuiwr training of homemaking students". The unit is designed 
to give a well-rounded presentation of consuroor adueat · on from the home-
1naker' s point of view. Although the atudy deals quite adequately with the 
teaching of consui:rer education, it was not her purpose to give detailed 
h~lpa for evaluating the teaching.. The suggestions she gives for evaluating 
the progress of st,uclants may s:erve as a starting point, but there is a need 
for enlarging upon the work that she has done. 
8 Dorothy Grovest A &'tudy o! Consumer Education and Its Relation to 
~ fl()lM:making .Education Cuniculum ~ ~ Secondary Sehoofs:-
'l"'he Plaea ot Evaluation in Consumer Education 
'11he trend toward mi:.rre functional education has eaused many to question 
methods that have been used traditionally to evaluate the p:rog:ress of stu.;.. 
dents. If we a:t"e 5ineerely attempting to prepare students to :partieipate 
in a democratic society, we must aak ourselyes certain questions; 
Is the traditional course-end examination an adequate fas.tru-
ment for evaluating the growth of students in qualities important 
for democratic 11 ving? 
.Are we· neglecting to utilize reBdily available techniquea for 
evaluation purposes? 
lli examinations inspire students to improve their previous 
records, or do they merely promote the race for supremacy? 
If, as studies indicate, much of the material learned is for-
gotten, why go to school? 
Clara M. Brown expresses the belief that the teaehing-learn.ing situation 
can be vastly improved when students understand clearly the goals toward 
which they are working, accept them a.s worthwhile, desire to attain them, 
and are provided With tools for evaluating their ovm progress toward them. 9 
' Much of the mental stress associated with examination disappears when 
students and teachers accept common goals, activities. and evaluation 
procedures as appropriate and worthwhile and a part of the total educative 
procedure. The student must feel the importance of clas.s activities; 
otherwise he will be jusUfiably half-hearted or even antagonistic. 
Other writers suggest that not only should students accept as important 
all plans for class work, lmt they may even ta.ke part in planning, carrying 
9 Clara M. Brown, Evaluation~~ Investigation.~ Home Economics, p. 6. 
out, and evaluating it. Hatcher and Andrews expre3s the belief that: 
•.•• if pupils au.stain an active interest in the goals and ex_peri-
ences which they have helped to set up •••• they :may be expected 
to be equally interested in knowing jus-t; how far they have 
progressed toward these goals! and to be stimulated by that know-
ledge to greater a.chievemnt. 0 
7 
When .students are genuinely interested in. their ow.n progress, there 
will be no motive for cheating on examinations, for the competitive race 
for supremacy will have, lost its appeal. 
Brown points out_ that teachers tend to over-rate the traditional 
examination as an instrument for determining the progress students have made. 
The examination is based upon the belief that if pupils acquire certain infor-
mation regarding desirable habits and attitudes. they will thereupon develop 
those habits and attitudes. Howevert the evidence indicates that such is 
often not the ease, for students tend to limit their activities according 
to the standards set up by the teat in question. If the examination 
requires only the memorization of facts, the student will memorifflt facts. 
If the examination requires the application of learning, students will try 
to discover what those applications are •11 
Qµillen and Hanna stress the dual purpose of continuous self-evaluation; 
"· .. it reemphasizes the objectives which the student sets out to achieve 
and focm,es lesrning activi tiea on these objectives; it motivates learning 
by pointing out deficiencies which need to be overcome .tt They suggest that 
all those interested in·the student can contribute to a comprehensive and 
well-balanced evaluation program. When pupil, _parent, and teacher work 
lO Hazel M. Hatc'.oor and Mildred E. Andrews, The Teaching 2f. ~ 
~aking, p •. 55. 
11 Brown• .21:.~ cit., p. 9. 
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"together it will. be possible to gather more evideaees of' changes in behavior 
than it would be possible for the teacher alone to o-olleet.12 
Many writers sugg&st that ordinary classroom situations offer possi-
bilitie~ for the evaluation ot student growth. In the Thirty School Experi-
ment .reported by &nith and 'l',-ler such infol."m!.l mathoda as student ~riting, 
records of' activity, and .copies of planning were used suce.assfully tor eval-
uation _purposes. The study sholled that· elas.sr9om situations provided a far 
greater source for seouring data on. studsnt progress than had· usually been 
assumed: 
For the appraisal of some objectives 1 such as the ability to plan 
the attack on research problems or to use laboratory techniques 
and tools, the obser,ration and recording of student behavior in 
normal classroom si t"Q.ations was the best if not the only source .13 
Although few evaluation.materials planned especially for use in consumer 
education are available to the teacher, many of the informal methods of 
gat:tering 1n:fo:rmation on student growth which haTe been used in other areas 
of home economica can readily be adapted for use in consumer education. A 
~tudy made by Marguerite Scruggs in 1946 proposes a number of such informal 
procedures. :aer study stresses the value of mterials readily availab_le to 
the homemaking teacher tor evaluation purposes. She points out that the 
use of many informal techniques may actually give a better record of student 
growth than. a single ex8lllple or even several instruments which attempt to 
:measure only one specific factor. The fact that evaluation by statistically 
sou.nd procedures has frequently been checked by informal methods available 
to the ord.inary classroom teacher suggests that such methods have value.14 
12 J:ame,t Quillen and Lavone .A. Hanna, Education for Social Competence, 
p. 346. 
13 .Eu.geae R. am.th, Ralph W. Tyler. and the Evaluation sta.:f'f, 
A,ppr!liaing ~ Reeordi.ng Student Progresa t p. 
14 Marguerite Scruggs, Suggested. Evaluation. Procedures ~ Homemaking 
Classes _!!. Oklahoma.t p. 92. 
9 
In accord with deductions :from the literature reported, the teacher 
:ms,y follow certain guides in planning for the evaluation ot eonsWIBr educa-
tion: 
l.. Proeedures for naluating the teaching or consumer educa-
tion should be planned with goals clearly in mind. 
2.. The cooperation of students should be enlisted in planning 
and eTalu.at ing the work. 
3. All kinds of techniques should be used in gathering evidence 
on various changes in the total personality of the student, 
Deacriptive evidence is needed to supplenent standardized. te-sts. 
,Available literature furnishes few suggestions for evaluation in. the 
area of eo:ustllller education, and most of those pertain exclusively to 
buymanship and care.. There appears to be a need for developing evaluation 




DESCRIPrION OF T.f:'E S'rtJDY 
This study was based upon the belief that a need exists f'or collecting 
and preparing i.nstrurrent s suitable for indicating the erow!h o:f the stud.ant 
fa the :field of consumer education. For the purpose of the study tbe writer 
has assUIOO d: 
(1) there is a need for improving. the teaching of consumer educa-
tion and for going beyond the studies that have been made. 
(2) effective evaluation procedures are a part of good teaching. 
(3} eft'ecti ve evaluation in.eludes a variety of procedures for 
collecting evidences of changes in student behavior. 
(4) e:t'i'eeti ve evaluation procedures measure both information 
acquired and its application to personal living .. 
(5) evaluation procedures should indicate growth in the achieve-
ment of goals, and should be developed arid used cooperatively 
by teacher and learners. 
( 6) evaluation is a continuous process and should be included 
in lnitia.tory. developmental, and cumulative stages of learning. 
(7) evaluation devices may be oollected from teachers who 
have used them; ot:t.ers found in references may be used in 
entirety or adapted to a particular situation; still others may 
be developed cooperatively by students and teachers. 
Since evaluation, pro:p3rly understood, is a part of good teaerling, 
procedures suggested in this study were related and limited to three objee-
tives for teaching·consUIIX3r education as suggested by Miss Groves in her 
source unit. They a.re: 
(1) Managing resources to enrich living 
(2) Using consumer services wisely 
(3} Accepting COnsllJJl;lr responsibilitiesl 
11 
Certain beliefs pertaining to teaching and learning have served to 
guide the writer in. the selection of evaluation proeedurea. 'fuey include: 
1.. Education should help people assume responsibility for their 
own actions. Students should realize that increased privileges 
en.tail increased responsibilities. 
2. In educating for democratic efficiency, pupils should have 
a :part in planning the work, in carrying it out • and iD: eTal-
uat ing tbe results of their efforts. 
3. standards of achievement should vary according to the 
abilities of the students. Students should form the hab:i.t 
of judging their progress by their own :previous records, 
rather ·than by comparison with the work of other students. 
4. The. achievement of. each student should receive favorable 
recognition. irrespective .of what other, students in the 
ela3s haYe accomplished. It is an ideal of education for 
democratic living to help each student develop to the limit 
of his capacity. 
5.. Because independent thinking is essential in a democracy, 
a challenging classroom atmosphere with considerable freedom 
to ehoose courses of action should be afforded the students. 
6. Pupils should be able to work effectively both as indi-
viduals and as members of a group. Both leadership and tollow-
ship should be nurtured. 
?; Pupils should assume responsibility for acting in 
accordance with their level of maturity. Classroom experi-
ences may become more complex as learning progresses, 1n order 
to challenge continued effort. 
The evaluation instruments suggested herewith are planned to indicate 
in some way the growth of students es a result ot the teaching of consumer 
education. some of ·the ideas used in the peneil-tmd-paper tests were 
borrowed from references, and due eredit waB given to the original source; 
some were contributed by teachers of homemaking who have used them in their 
classes. Other instruments were developed by the writer in the hope that 
they might be helpful to homemaking teachers who wish to include conaUil)3r 
education as a part of the homemaking program. 
12 
It was not the pur_pose of this study to suggest detailed class 
proeedu.res for the teaching ot consumer education. For siueh helps; the 
reader may refer to the source unit compiled by Dorothy Groves in 1949, 
previously reported. 2 .. No at tempt has been made to refine and standardize 
these ~ests since the evidence indicates that informal tests which the 
:pupils help plan in relation to c1:osen goals ara often more adaptable to 
the needs in local si tuat.ions '.;han formal test a, prepared. and validated 
by experts in. evaluation.. 'l'ha emphasis has been placed upo.n J;wl_ping 
pupils see their growth t and no attempt has bean made to indicate how the 
proppsed evaluation :materials might be standardized or even used for 
grading or rating. 
It is the hope of the writer that the evaluation materials proposed 
will be useful to the teacher planning a cons1.L111er education unit as a 
part of the homemaking curriculum. It is not expected that all or even 
pal"t of them will answer the needs in any given situation, but it is 
hoped that the suggestions included here can be used and adapted to the 
needs of varying loeal situations. 
2 G·· .... roves,~~ 
13 
III 
SUGGES'rED EVALUATION ~ROCEDUREB FOR USE IN THE 3TIJDY OF CONSUMER EDUCATION 
Evaluation!!.!~~ the Total Learning Situation: 
In initiating a nnit dealing with consumer education on the advanced 
high school level, the teacher must keep in mind certain·objectives. She 
will need to help the students understand the place of the consumer in an 
economic democracy, and why the consume.r's interests someti:ires seem to 
contliet with the interests of business and industry. The conau:mer should 
be lad to take an intelligent interest in his own welfare, at the same time 
taking a generous view of the rights and privileges of other economic groups. 
He should learn to utilize facilities which contribute to better personal 
living, and he should also assurr.e certain responsibilities as a contributing 
member of society. 
Al.ly suggested division of class work in a consurner education unit is 
necessarily arbitrary, since in real life consumer exp@rienees cannot be 
relegated to areas or divisions; however, in order to give direction to the 
study of consumer educationt the work outlined in this study is grouped 
into the divisions of ,tmanaging resources to enrich living"'; 1•evaluating 
and using eonsumer services'~ and *'accepting consumer responsibilities". 
It is recognized that in the actual classroom settingl the students 
will cooperate with the teacher in working out many of the class experiences. 
However, in ordsr to insure t.oo success of th is democratic procedure, the 
teacher will have done much behind-the-scenes planning before the class 
meets. She will have devised some ways to interest the students and to 
show them what the subject has to offer them. The introductory activities 
14 
should lead to defining the area o:r consumer education. Students should 
acquire a better understanding of the place and problems of the cons1.llllSr, in 
order to be able to participate intelligently in setting u:p goals for the unit. 
In addition to plai'lning challenging, introductory activities 1 the teacher 
nmat have foreseen many of the interests of her students, for she will need 
to have in mind procedures to suggest as appropriB'te for attaining the goals 
tbe y select., She will need to have surveyed her eommunity for resourees 
to use in developing the eon.sumer education lUliL Likewise, she will need 
to have acquainted herself with persons from business, trades, or pro:ress:t.on.'$ 
who can contribute soroothing to enrich the study of consumer education. 
She will need to have assembled at least a beginning library for eonaum,r 
education. 
Early in the unit the class members will help decide upon ways to 
evaluate their progress toward chosen goals, and perhaps to select some 
evaluation instruments for this purpose. Simple instruments can also be 
developed by class members. For example, after a class has listed eertain 
characteristics of good advertising• the list can readily be converted into 
a score card for evaluating advertiai.ng. When class members appreciate end 
can list the qualities needed by a consumer in a democratic economy, they 
ean readily check :progress toward their Olin goals duri.n.g the development 
of the un:i ::,. 
Because the students will participate so largely in setting up the 
course,, it will be neither possible nor desirable :for the teaeher alone to 
make fir...al decisions as to the types or number of evaluative _proeeduras 
to be used. However. she :must be prepared to propose possible ways to 
indicate gr.owtli. For that reason, it is believed that the test forlll8 
suggested here TN:ly have some value to the ·teacher planning a unit in con .. 
sum3r education. 
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At the beginning of the unit the problem will be to arouse interest 
in the issues important to consu.n:er welfare. The procedures should 
stimulate thought and discussion, should acquaint the students with the 
possibilities of a study of oonsun:er education, and mould enable students 
to help set up goals important for elass study. The introductory experi-
enee.s should be pl8.lliled carefully, for the success of the entire unit will 
depend upon the extent to which students recognize the subject as so vital 
that thay will enter whole ... heartedly into planning and carrying out activities. 
A device whi~h can help orient the students in a study of consumer 
education is the Consumer Problem Check Sheet, p. 26, which calls the 
student's a-t;tention to a number of' consumer problems. It i.s expected that 
the student may recognize the importance of many of these _problems but 
will be unable to suggest adequate solutions wi thou.t further study. The 
student's answers as shown on the ehe ck sheet could give the teacher soma 
concept of the level of his thinking; and :furnish a basis for the planning 
of clasa e.xperiences .. 
In order to guide the planning of class procedures in cons1.lll'er educa-
tion, the teacher will need to know what experiences in con,sumer activities 
her students have already had and what they feel they need to work on. 
For this purpose the Consumer Experience Check Sheet; p. 28, is inoluded. 
On this sheet the student can designate consuner problems which he would 
be interested i.n developing a.a ho.roo experiences and ones which he thinks 
should be studied as a part of regular class work • 
.Another way of stimulating thought, discussion, and investigation 
might be the :reading ot a magazine article in class, such as "Must OUr 
Pork Remain unsafe?nl A cha.llenging bulletin board display with the 
~-
1 Laird s. Gold.sborough, "'Must Our Pork Remain Unsafe'?tt Reader's 
Digest, VoL 56 {Ma.reh, 1950) 2?-30. 
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caption, "You .Pay for It, But D::i You Get It?tt might call attention to 
inadequa't;ely labeled products. The teacher might display a. gar.nent which 
proved to be unsatisfactory, and ask students to list things the buyer could 
have done to insure a more satisfactory purchase. By this means the teacher 
could determine whether students know how to judge a particular garment 
'by inspection, whether they know how to get reliable information about 
what they buy,, and i.a.~.ther t:t1ey can judge the reliability of the manu-
facturer·• s promise for the article. 
In order to contribute to the planning of a consumer education unit,. 
the student should be helped. to understand how the functioning of the 
economic system gives r~ee t: p~oble:ms for the consumer. A comparison of 
present conditions with those of the past shows the student that whereas 
the hoiooa of hia forefathers were cente.ra of production as well as eonsumptiont 
industry has largely taken over the function of production. Although a 
multiplieity of goods and lile.rvices are ·t;hus made available, standards of 
living have not in all cases kept pace with technological _progress. Further-
more, since the consumer has no first-hand knowledge of what goes into the 
making of his shoes, his shirts, or his bread, he needs to develop judgnient 
in selecting articles he buys. Since industry ia primarily concerned with 
profits, the eonswmr must be alert to protect his own interests in order 
to realize the benefits of enriched living. 
In the part of the unit called "'Managing resources :to enrieh li vingtt 
the students can be led to formulate goals for living, and to take stock 
of their assets--time, money, energy, and abilities. As they become inter-
ested in improving this managerrant of their re::10U1·ces, tbey CBn 1°~ 
encouraged to plan the use of their money for more satisfaction. When they 
see budgeting as a way of getting from life the important thi~gs, they may 
be willing to forego aon:e trifles f'or articles of more real and lasting values. 
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Some of the activities suggested here may not ordinarily be thought 
of as a part of evaluation. However, if we accept aa important in a 
d$moeraey such goals as the ability to find and interpret data, the ability 
to apply principles studied to actual cases, resourcefulness in finding the 
answers to problems, and effective group participation as a leader or a 
follower~ the procedures suggested may begin to take on meaning. The 
extent to which the st-q.dent participates in setting up goal.sand :planning 
elass work, his proficiency in using tha library. to get information, his 
resourcefulness in solving problems, his skill in group participation---
these are extreimly significant in a demoera·cy. Recorded on a Weekly 
Progress Sheet kept by the student or an Anecdotal Record kept by the 
teacher, the sum. total ot these activities is an index to the growth of 
the student • 
Evaluation Procedures ill Relation to Goals 
Plans for evaluation must necessarily be worked out in relation to goals 
for the study of consumer education. The evaluation procedures suggested 
here are :planned in relation to the goals sug;.cested in the source unit 
planned by Dorothy Groves. 2 They are as follows: 
I. Managing resources to enrich living 
A. Planning expenditures in terms of goals for living 
B. Judging the quality or goods on the market 
l. By inspection and simple home tests 
2. With the aid of buying helpa 
C. Comparing stores as to priees and services offered 
D~ .Realizing that proper use and eare enhanees the 
satisfaction obtainable from goods. 
II. Evaluating and using eonsumer services 
III. Accepting consU!ller responsibilities 
2 G · ·t roves,~~ 
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With these goals in :mind, a Vffriety of experiences designed to help 
the students evalmite their own progress a.re suggested. 'rhe cctivi ties 
are planned to indicate growth not only in collecting, evaluating, and 
using information, but also in the acquisition of oocia.l skills, in pro-
fieieney in reflective thinking, and in bettor human rela.tionsh:f~E:- Many 
of the suggested procedures are flexible enough that they can be adapted 
to a variety of uses. 'l"he resourceful teacher will see many possibilities 
for varying the experiences to suit the needs of individuals or groups. 
'rhe student ean judge the value of his aetivitiea at weekly intervals by 
means of a form such as the Weekly Progress Sheet, page 51. Soma rating 
scales are ineluded her~. Others can easily be constructed by the students 
as the need arise_s. 
Speci:f'ie :procedures for use in evaluating the teaching oi' Consumer 
Education in high. sehool elasses follow. 
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L Managing resources to enrich living 
A. Helping students to plan expenditures in terms of goals for living 
1. Secure and study individual and family aeeotmt books. Suggest 
ways in which expenditures might be improved. 
2. Compare and contrast the allowanc-e and the ttdoline;" system as 
a means of providing for the spending needs of cHldren. 
3. Keep an account of the amount of PJOney required to satisfy 
i.ndividual needs for a period of o,1e year. Show this record to 
parentst and ask if it will be possible for the same amount of 
money to be given in the form of an allowance to be manaeed by 
the student. Evaluate satiafaetion received from the t1Se of 
money thus allocated. 
4. List and compare the advantages and disadvantages of budgeting 
one 's incorre • 
5. Compare and contrast satisfaction received from credit buying 
and cash buying. 
6. Co.rn,pare charge accounts, installment buying, and cash loans 
as forms of ere di t. 
7. Compare the cost of various forms of' ere di t wlth the aid of 
the "Consumer Credit Cost Calculator." 
8. Keep in student folder personal goals and values and samples 
of work. Check occasionally to see if work is in keepine with 
goals accepted for the unit. 
9. Use Evaluation Form C, "Application of the principles of 
budgeting," to determine ability to apply principles developed to 
family situations. 
10. Use Evaluation Form D, "Interpreting data on credit buying," 
to test ability to understand printed information about credit. 
11. Use Evaluation Form E, "Business terms," to test understanding 
of common business terms. 
B. Helping students to learn to judge the quality of roods 
1. By in.speotion and simple home tests. 
a. Bring to class examples of so called bargains which proved 
to be poor buya because of poor plannin,,:, la.ck of information 
about the article purchased, or other reason. Analyze pur-
chases in terms of standards accepted. 
b. Display in the depurtment two slips of varying qualities, 
both laundered the same number of times. Decide which was 
the better .selection and why. 
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c. Compare parts cut from discarded ready-made garments 
which are kept on file in the departroont; summarize con-
clusions as to desirable quali t.ies of ready-made garn:ant u. 
d. J"udge articles such aa fabriest soaps, and brands of 
canned vegetables usi~g available home tests suggested by 
referances. 
e. Test understanding of qualities desirable in a given 
commodity by arraneing contrasting exhibits: "This Was 
a Good Buy" and "This was a Poor Buy". J"udge the effective-
ness of the exhibit by rnea.~s of standards suggested in the 
score sheet~ "Ex..h.ibi ts and Displays" t Evaluation Form R. 
f. Plan and present in assembly a playlet showing the need 
for better buying practices. 
g. Write specifications for buying sheets, a slip, or a 
pair of hose. Compare specifications with available 
qualities. 
h. Compare prices of products in small and large contaimrs. 
i. Use Evaluation Form F, "J"udging food products by inspec-
tion," to teat ability to make wise food selections. 
j. Use Evaluation Form G, "Selection of reAdy-made garments," 
to test ability to make wise selections in clothing. 
k. Use Evaluation Form H, "Application of information in 
selection of small kitchen equipment" to determine under-
standing of factors influencing quality in kitchen cutlery. 
1. Use Evaluation Form I, "Applying knowledge in selection 
of ki tehen utensils" to test application of principles 
studied to actual selection. 
2. Use of buying helps 
a. Compare prices for branded and unbranded articles sold 
in stores. 
b. Arrange bulletin board displays showing 
(1) sub-standard quality as compared with standard quality 
( 2} varying grades of' the same produet 
{3) descriptive labeling as compared with grade labeling 
Rate the displays according to the rating sheet, "Exhibits 
and Displays," Evaluation Form R. 
e. Compare the relative merits of grade labeling and descrip-
tive labelinr,. 
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d. Make a display of informative labels and evaluate their 
helpfulness. 
e. Arrange a display of gusrantees. J"udge the protection 
they offer the cons'Um;lr according to the following criteria: 
(1) ~no stands behind the guarantee? 
(2). V~hat claims are nade for the product? 
(3) For what period of tilll:l is the product guaranteed? 
( 4) What adjustment will be made if the product is 
unsatisfactory? 
f. Collect and rate advertising as to its helpfulness to the 
consmrer. Use the followinc criteria: 
(1) Is the product advertised worthwr:ile? 
( 2) Is needed information about tlle value of the 
product given? 
(3) Are all claims truthful£:' 
{4) Are misleading terms and implications omitted? 
(5) Does the advertisement avoi<'f appeals to the 
emotions of pride, fear, or prejudice? 
g. Make an analysis of a recent purchase to determine 
whether buying practlces have improved since starting the 
study of consu.nl9r education. 
C. Enabling students to compare stores as to prices anc'l. services 
offered. 
l. Compare prices or some common commodities at cooperative, 
chain, and independent stores. Use Evaluation Form J, "A 
mmparison of prices in different stores." 
2. Compare services offered by each type of store. 
D. Helping students realize that proper use and care enhance the 
satisfaction derived from purchuses. 
l. Collect and evaluate in.formation pertaining to use and care 
as found printed on labels. 
2. Use Evaluation Form K, "Judging furniture values" to determine 
how well information furnished in a furniture advertisement is 
understood. 
3. Use Evaluation Form L, "Interpretation of buyine; information" 
to determine understandini;;:. of information pertaining to their use. 
4. Use Evaluation Form M, 0 Interpretation of data found on clothing 
labels 0 to test understanding of information furnished to the 
consumer. 
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II. Evaluating and U:~ing Oonsmner Services 
A. UndiDrsta:nding the work of testing ageneies, and using their helps. 
1. Investigate the work of testing agencie.a; elassify and compare 
as to services offered the consumer. 
2. Appoint committees to write for material from testing services, 
and arrange an. exhibit of helps received., to test ability to gather 
and organize information. 
3. Prepare an exhibit; of approved dentif'rices; determine best buys 
from the gre:iu:p displayed. 
4. Collect all possible information in regard to the selection of 
a pa:rticuJ.ar rJroduot. Evaluate sources of information as to their 
helpfulness. 
5. use Evaluation li'orm N, "Sourees of buying helps." 
B. Understanding ways 111 whieh the goverruw:mt helps the consuroor. 
1.. List things for which you pay taxes. Evaluate services received 
for tax money. 
2. Secure copies of state and munieipa.1 regulat:i.ons. Determine 
how adequately they _protect tha consumer. 
3. Secrura a copy of Trade. Practi ee Rules and evaluate their help-
fulness to the consumer. 
4. Evaluate free goverlllll.ent publications and add to your consumer 
file those tha.t you need. 
5. Study and evaluate pending legislation as to its helpfulness 
to the cons~r. 
6. Evaluate the adequacy of goverll11l3ntal pro-tection by :finding 
r::.nswera to the questions: 
(a) What regulat ion2 tor the prot e et ion of the .milk supply 
are in force iu your .community? 
(b) Must 'ba.kery goods l!le c.overed to protect it from germs 
and bacteria? 
{ c) How ore swimming pee la ka_p-t sanitary? 
( d) Is locally slaughtered meat ins:pedted? 
(e} Row is health safeguarded in bottling works where so:ft 
drinks an made? 
III. Aecepting consun:er responsibilities. 
A. Evaluate the cost of spe eial services afforded the shopper in 
relation to their actual value. 
B. Investigate the rules of local stores regHrding the return of 
goods. 
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C. .Tudge tbe value to the conswrar of the Consumer's Protection Label 
found on ready-to-wear gar:rmnta. 
D. On the basis of' your understanding of fair shopping practices, 
develop a "Shopper's Code". 
E. Do the family marketing for a period of time, observing courtesies 
and responsibilities listed on "Shopper's Code". Evaluate resulta. 
F. Compile a sheet showing improvements needed in (1) selling prac-
tices, and (2) buying praeticf3~. Use Evaluation Form O. 
G. Rate ypurself as a consumer on.the "Consumer Ra.ting Scale", 
Evaluation Form P. 
Relationship of Evaluation Instruments to Specific Goals 
Form Purpose 
A Recognition ot·problems af:fecting 
tbe welfare of consumers 
B Securing information about experi ... 













as a basis for planning class work 
and home experiences 
Application of the principles of 
budgeting 
Interpretat.ion of data on credit 
buying 
Understending the i:neaning of 
common business terms 
Judging food products by inspection 
Selection of ready-made garn:errts 
Application of information in 
selecting amall kitchen equip11Bnt 
Application of knowledge in 
selecting kitchen utensils 
Com:paring prices of common commodities 
in different stores 
Interpretation of inf'ormation given 
in a furniture advertisemrnt 
Interpretation of buying infl)r:mation 
Interpretation of data on clothing 
labels 
Knowledge of services available from 
consumer agencies 
Determining needed improvements in 
buying and selling practices 






Check list with reasons 










Relationshi~ ?f !Yaluation Instruments to Specific Goals, (cont.) 
Form Purpose 
P Rating the profiden.ey of the 
individual tn conswmr ectivi ties 
Q Recording progress in activities 
for the week 
R .Datermini:ng how well a display or 
exhibit has been set up 






.:&.'VALUATION FORM. A 
CONSUMER PROBLEM CHECK LIST 
Purpose: We believe that in order to do our part as citizens, we must not 
only appreciate our privileges and opportunit,ies, but we must also be alert 
to protect our interests. Let us, see whether we can identify some problems 
to be studied further in our class. 
Directions: Read the list of situations or problems below, and check those 
which you believe to affe.ct you:r welfare in sofile way. 
l. The consumer is forced to listen to much unpleasant advertising in 
-order to get programs he wants on the radio or television. 
2. Some advertising is misleading or even untrue. 
3. Much advertising emphasizes the appearance or style features of goods, 
-omitting important information about its durability or usefulness. 
4. Reliable authorities state that 20% of the price we pay for cosmetics 
goes for advertising. 
5. Guarantees are frequently stated in such a way that neither the store 
-nor the manufacturer can be held responsible for any adjust:m.ents that 
need to. be made. 
6. Consumers often have to rely on inspection or past unhappy experience 
-to guide them in buying gpods. 
7. It is difficult for the average consumer to obtain an impartial check 
on the goods bought • 
8. Sales l)ressure is intendE;d to make the consumer want :more than he 
~actually needs. 
9. Big business has p:resaure groups trying to influence Congress; the 
-average citizen usually has none. 
10. Consumers sometimes fail to take an active part in legislation planned 
~~in their interests. 
11. Young feOple frequently do not get any experience in :m9.naging money 
- unt i1 they are "on their own"'. 
12. __ Many consU1JBrs do not know how to determine how much they pay for 
credit when they borrow money. 
13. Some eonsurrers who buy on the easy payn:ent plan do not realize that 
-tl'.e product costs more when paid for in this way. 
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1'1. Cosmetics frequently eost mny times the value of the ingredients 
~which are used in them. 
15. Two pairs of hose made exactly alike are often sold in different 
~stores at different prices. 
16. Insnection of 1reat to insure that it is safe to eat is not required 
-by federal law within the boundaries of a state. 
1'7. Furniture made of d.iea:per wood but finished with mahogany stain is 
-frequently labeled "Finish: Mah.". 
18. Furniture with only the exposed parts made of walnut may be labeled 
-"Genuine Walnut" . 
' 
19. Comparatively few products give sufficient pertinent inf'ormstion 
-on labels. 
20. Consumers sorooti.mes fail to nBke a plan for spending so that they 
--can get things they really want f'rom life. 
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EVALUATION FORM B 
CONstJMER EXPERIENCE CHECK LIS1' 
Purpose: In order to help us beco:rre more proficient as conau.iners, we need 
to know in which of thsl consu:rner' s jobs you have had soioo experience, 
and which ones you fe~l that you need to know more about. This is a cheek-
list to be used in planning class work end home experiences. 
Directions: Read the jobs of the homem.aker- listed below t and check {X) in 
Column 1 those that you have done at som:i ti~ or ot~r; check in Column 2 
those jobs that you feel you need to know more about. In Column 3 check to 
indicate which of the jobs listed yoo. would suggest for claea study, and in 
Column 4 those which you would be interested .in developing as a home experi-
ence. You may cheek both "Class Study" and "Home Experience" if you wish. 
Jobs of the Homemaker 
I. Food. Planning and Management 
Bought fanri.ly groceries 
Planned and prepared meals 
by yourself' 
Planned and :prepared meals 
with help 
Conserved food by canning, 
freezing, or. other method 
Bought meat or other food 
by government grade 
II. Clothi!1£ Planning .~ 
:ooan0gen:e n-t 
Planned own wardrobe for 
a season 
Assumed responsibility for 
the care and repair of own 
clothing 
Col u:m:n. 1 
I have done 
this 
Stored clothing for a season I 
Remodeled a garrrent 
·" ~-Column 2 Column 3 
I need to Class 





Jobs of the Homemaker Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 
I have done I need to Olaas Home 
this know more Study Experience 
about this 
II r. Home Ma.nag~~ 
Helped select a large 
piece o~ equipment 
Bought household linena 
for home or hope chest .. 
Bought small kitahEm 
equipment 
Bought dishes or silver 
Renovated a piece of 
furniture 
Mended household linen 
Been responsible ror 
the care of own room 
Been responsible for 
the care of other rooms 
I v. Financial Management 
Kept a. personal expense 
account 
Taken part in planning 
a family budget 
Earn.e d own mom y 
Managed a regular 
allowance f'rom parents 
Handled a bank aecou.nt 
Saved money systematically 
Borrowed and repaid money 
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Jobs of the Homemaker Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 
I have done I need to Class Home 
this know more study Experience 
about this 
v. ~ of Buying Helps 
Used information from 
independ.ant testing 
laboratories, as 
Consumer•s Union or 
Consumer's Research 
Boug:ht an article 
because or a seal of 




Parents Magazine, liMA, 
ADA, or others 
Read labels to determine 
quality o:f an article or 
re commended care 
Asked salespeople about· 
information needed 
Started a collection of 






AP:1LICAi1IOIJ OF TI:E PHLCIPIJ~S JI' Bi.JDGETLJG 
fo"ultiple Choice ]'arm 
Purpo.se ! We know that in order to get the important things from money we 
spend, we must plan carefully. 1rhis is a test to determine how well we can 
ap_ply what we have learned about planning expenditures to actual caaes. 
Directions: In npart A" are brief descri.;Jtions showing how four families 
use their money to .meet expense}.;. Head the four situations outlined very 
carefully. Check ono which you conuider to be the wioost course. 'l'hen 
check ir1 "Part B" the reasons which supl)ort the decision. 
Part A 
1. In Jane' G fninily the children ask their parents for money as they 
---need it, realizing that since their parents do not ke8p an accu.:ra1..,e 
account of money doled out, they probably get more this way than 
they would H each child were given a set allowance. 
2. ___ In Betty's family the members are consulted every morning at the 
breakfast table a::J to their needs for the day t and given money 
for car fare, lunches, groceries, household expenses, and school 
supplies. 
3. In Ruth's family the members hold a council at intervals and 
---discuss the big things the family wants to acriieve, and what 
items the family income must cover. A regular allowance is 
apportioned to the children. 
4. M.aryts mother set up a budget for the family for a period of a 
---year 1 but found the plan impractical because cf unexpec-ced expenses. 
Ste abandoned the budget, but finds it difficult to rneet payments 
on several items bought on the installment plan. 
Part B 
Check the reasons for your answer: 
1. A budget that really works requires much time and effort. 
---
2. A budget is help:ful only to those who have a. great deal of money to 
---Sl.)81ld. 
3. One purpose of budgeting the income is to help one get the thinc:s 
---he really values most for .his money. 
4. If a plan for spending is to really work, the whole far1ily must uJ1der-
---stand what are the necessary expenditures and must cooperate in 
reaching family goals for s11er1ding. 
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5. If an item costs more than the amount allowed in the plan, the budget 
---should be a ban dona d. 
6. There is no point in making a budget 1.U1til one is earning at least 
---$40 a week. 
7. In making a budget, it is wise to 1.Ulder-estimate income and allow 
---a safe margin for unexpected expenses. 
8. A. workable budget ab.ould plan for past debts incurred as well as 
---current expenses. 
9. A bud~t can help a family liTe within its ineom,. 
---
10. Because it is i:m.possible to anticipate mny of our expenses far in 
---advance, money for various needs may as well be handed out at the 
breakfast table. 
11. Ch.ildren get needed training in handling money from the use o-r an 
---allowance. 
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EV.ALUA:rION Fi.HM L 
IN'L.:RPd~l'ING DATA ON Crt~DI'r BUYING 
True-False Form 
Purpose: Students sonetimes say that they read without understanding the 
meaning of what they read. This is a test to determine how well we can 
interpret what we read about installment buying. 
Directions: Read the paragraph carefully. Then read the statensnts below 
and indicate with a (x) mark in the columns to the right whether you believe: 
{l} 'rhe information given is sufficient to make the stateimnt true. 
(2) The information is sufficient to make the state.rrent false. 
(3) The information is insufficient to make a decision regarding 
the state100nt. 
Remember that you must make your decision only on tba basis of the information 
furnished in the paragraph. 
Paragraph 
Credit can be granted more liberally under an installDEnt 
agreement than under a charge account because (1) the amount· of 
credit is limited, (2) paynJ3nts are small, are closely fitted 
to inco.n:a, and are due on definite dates. Then, too, the 
ownership of the goods bought on the installirBnt plan belongs 
to the store until the last paymsnt is made. Since the store 
that sells on the inatallIJBnt plan has the right to take back the 
goods if you fail to make ._payments as agreed, and does not have to 
refund what you have already _pa id, it can afford to take 
greater risks in granting credit. For this reason many people 
who could not open s charge account are allowed to buy goods 
on tbe installment plan. 
1. ;:.;tores which offer install~nt plans tend to 
charge higher prices. 
2. ,~hen an article ia bought on the install.n.ant 
plan, the title to the goods is .not trans-
ferred to the purchaser until the last 
payn-ent is made. 
3. The carrying charge which is paid for the 
privilege of installment purchasing is 
frequently more than reputable loan 
companies charge for the use of money. 
4. Legally. the person who is buying goods 
on the installmmt plan owns the goods 
after the first payrmnt is made. 
True False Insufficient 
5. Stores often allow the privilege of a 
charge account to customers who are not 
allowed to buy on the installment plan. 
6. Because furniture depreciates rapidly, it 
must be paid for in a shorter time than an 
electric refrigerator or an a;1tomobile. 
7. The store takes fewer chances when it 
sells on the installment plan than wren 
it opens charge accounts. 
8. A good credit rating depends upon a repu-
tation for paying bills promptly and in full. 
9. For the rE:lferences required in opening a 
charge account, it is better to give the 
names of social acquaintances than the 
names o"f friends who are in business. 
10. Stores will allow aD.yone to buy on the 
inatalll:rent plan. 
11. 'r.he omerahip of goods bought on the install-
ment plan belongs to the store unt 11 the la.st 
payment is made. 
12.. Making and keeping a careful budget helps the 
buyer to meet 1mstallment payimnt s .. 
13. When a store repossesses goods partially 
paid for, it is obligated to refund money 
alrea9=y received. 
14. Reputable business firlllB do not like to 
repossess goods becaus8 this procedure. 
usually incurs the ill will of eusto:imrs. 
15. Installment payments are usually planned 




True False Insufficient 
i ' 
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~""VALUATION FOR11 E 
BUSINESS TERMS · 
.Matching Form 
Purpose : In order to be able to mnage our affairs intelligently, we need 
to be able to understand solll3 of the terms which are used freqaantly in 
business affairs. This is a test of our understanding of business terms. 
Directions: Listed under "Part A" a.re some terms which are often used in 
business affairs; under ffPart B" are d~:t."initions of terms. Select from 
"Part A" the term which fits each definition in "Part B" and write its 
letter in the correct blank. Soi:oo of the terms in "Part A" will not be used. 
a. charge account 











bill of sale 
k. carrying charge 
1. fixes expenses 




l. The ability to obtdn aonsthing of value now for a promise to pay in 
-the future. 
2._A financial statement of estimated income and expenses. 
3. A form of credit by which goods a.re charged against the buyer on the 
~books of the seller, to be paid at a later date. 
4._M:mey paid for the use or money. 
5. A form of credit enabling tha buyer to purchate :merchandise for a small 
----first payment, the balance to be paid in equal installments over a 
fairJ:y long period of time .. 
6. A charge which the buyer pay2. for the privilege of buying goods on tha 
-install.m3nt plan. · 
7. All agreement by which the title to goods is transferred to the seller in 
-case the buyer f.ails to make :payments as agreed in the contract. 
8. The right to take back artieles sold under installme-nt cQntract in case 
~the buye~ fails to live up to the agreement. 
9. Loss of value. 
10. An agreement that the seller shell retain the title to the goods 
~until they have been paid fnr. 
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EVALUATION FORM F 
JUDGING FOOD PRODUCTS BY INS.PECT:UON 
Check List with Reasons 
Purpose: The grooe~y shopper often has to rely on inspection alone as a 
guide in the selection of foods. We are going to aee how well we can 
determine g_uality in various food items by simply looking at them. 
Directions: Displayed on the table !'ll"e three grades or each of the following 
food ite:r:1s: eggs, beef', oranges. eanned green beans, and cabbage. Using all 
the inspsetion tests that ;rou know, decide which o:f.' eaeh group of three is 
the best buy. Then write the number of your choice in the appropriate blank. 






Canned 5t:een beans 
Best buy_ 





EV ALUA:1'ION Ii ORM G 
.s.BLLCI'I()N JJi' H.EADY-.,lA.DE GAH'.fui:M1'S 
Modified Multiple Choice Form 
Purpose: 
tion plus 
Tb.is is a 
clothing. 
In s~opping for clothing, we usually base our choices upon inspec-
what information we can get from labels and from sales people. 
test to determine how efficiently we can use these aids in buying 
Directions: On the table are displayed three wash dresses from the ready-
to-wear departIIJ:lnt. Examine each garment carefully and select the dress 
which you consider to ba tba best buy. Write the letter designating 
this dress in the blank provided.. Then read the reasons listed below and 
check (X} those which int'luenoed your decisions. 
Best Buy 
----
Check below the reasons which influenced your decision: 
l ·rhe design is pleasing. 
2 'I'he seams are made with more stitcLes per inch. 
3 The fabric is specially finished to resist wrinkles. 
4 The garll13nt is cut true with the grain of the fabric. 
5 The fabric is nercerized. 
6 'rhe fabric is sanforized. 
7 l'he fabric is fast color. 
8 l'he seams would be durable. 
9 A wide hem is used. 
10 The trimmings would require no special care in laundering. 
11 The fabric has a minimum of sizing. 
12 'rhe garnant would be easy to iron. 
13 The fabric is run-proof. 
14 The fabric is full-cut. 
15 The gaI'Ill:lnt.carries the Consumer's Protection Label. 
16 The garnent could bA W"Shed with only ordinary care. 
17 'l'he pockets are real, not simulated. 
18 The serons are st,1yed · to prevent stretching. 
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l!.'VALU.A:rION FORM H 
APPLICATION OF INFORMATION IN /:;,"'ELECTION OF SMALL KITCHEN EO:UllPMENT 
Multiple-Choice Form 
Purpose: Wise selection of small kitchen equipmsnt makes home work easier 
and l'IOre :pleasant. This is a test to determine how well we ean apply what 
we have learned in selecting small kitcht;n equipnent. 
Directions: On the tabJ.e are ten pieces of small kitchen equipIJBnt. Examine 
each one carefully. and decide which ones you consider to be satis-fQctory for 
their own intended use. Mark the three columns as followe: 
Column l: Mark X those you consider to be satisfactory, and mark O 
those you consider to be unsatisfactory. 
Column 2: For each ona judged unsatisfactory., write the number of 
the main reason why it is not satisfactory. 
Column. 3: Indicate the purpose for which you would use eaeh utensil 












Reasons Why Equipment May ~ Unsatisfactory 
1. Difficult to clean (or keep clean) 
2. Difficult to keep sharp 
3. Very limited in usefulness 






mar king } 
Column 3 
(Purpose of utensils) 
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EVALUA'l'ION FORM I 
. APPLYING KNOVILEDGE IN SEI.2:C'rION OF KI11CHEN UTENSILS 
Multiple Choice Form 
Purpose: Since a two-quart sauce pan ia used very much in most kitchens, 
the type of pan chosen is very i.mportant. 'l'his is a test to determine how 
well we can select utensils on the basis of what we have learned. 
Directions: Four. two-quart sauce pans are displayed on the table and labeled 
A, B 1 C, and D. Select the one which you consider to be the most desirable. 
Write the letter of this one in the blank :provided. Then check with an {X) 




1. It is real econo:,ey- to select a utensil which has neny uses rather 
~than a pan for every use. 
2. _____ Less money should be spent for utensils receiving little use. 
3. A pan for top-of-stove cooking should be at least as large as the 
~burner it is used on. 
4. A pan haTing sides which join the bottom with a wide curve rather 
~than a erease is more desirable. 
5.. Food heated in a covered pan reaches the boiling point more quickly 
-than :food heated in an uncovered pan .. 
6._A large, sharp pointed lip is easier and safer for pouring .• 
7 .__:?he weight of the handle should not tip the utensil. 
8. ~ood or composition handles remain cool. 
-
9. Straight-sided utensils require a minimum amount of space on the top 
~of the stove. 
10. Since metal handles get hot, they are not as convenient to use as 
-handles that do not retain heat easily. 
11. Utensils with removable handles are useful tor both oven and surface 
-cooking. 
12. some heavy utensils a.re suitable both for steaming and for cooking 
-in water,. 
13. . Riveted handles may not be securely attached, and are often difficult 
-to elean. 
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14. A. utensil with a steam sealed rim holds the steam within the utensil 
~during .the cooking process. 
15. The material will not discolor with use. 
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EV ALUATXON FORM J 3 
A COMPARISON OF PRICES Ill DIFFERENI' srORES 
Purpose: We know thnt prices wh.i ch stores must eharge for goods are 
ini'luenced by factors such as the type of store and extra services offered. 
This iB a form for comparing prices of' well-known co~:-:modities at different 
stores. 
Directions: Fill in the columns with prices of commodities listed. 
Nam and loca-
tion of store 
An independent 
neighborhood drug 




A. neighborhood store 
that ia a member of 
the Independent 
Grocers' .Association 
A chain. grocery or 
drug store 
A grocery or drug 










3 Adapted from an evaluation form included in the book by .Mabe1 B~ Trilling. 
E • .Tun.gm.an Eberhart, and Florence Williams Niehola.s, When You Buy, :p. 77. 
---
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E'V.!J..,U.ATION FORM K 
JUDGING J;'URNI'ru1lE VALUES 
Mod.ified True-False Form 
Pu.rpose: We are frequently misled by elever advertisen:ents. This is a 
test to determJne how well we can interpret information furnishsd by a 
furniture advertisement. 
Directions: Read the furniture advtJrtisemen.t ca.rr:::f.'ully~ Then read the 
statements below and indteate with an X mark to the right whether you 
believe: 
(l) the infol.':mation given is suff'icient to make the statement true 
(2) the information given is sut"f1eient to make the statement false 
(3} ·the information given is insufficient to make a decision regarding 
the ataterr.ent 
Remember that you mm::t make your decision _9!!:,lY on the ollsis or information 
furnished in the advertisement. 
l. The entire piece is made of mahogany. 
2. Only the top and sides are covered with 
m8hogany veneer. 
3. 'Toe drawers are devetailed. 
4. Plate glass is used for the mirror. 
5. The- corners are securely joined with 
dowels .and co·rner blocks.. ~ · 
6. The drawers will slide easily. 
7. '!'he b.ac1{ is smoothed and sealed. 
8. The finish is mahogany 1 but the piece 
may be constructed of cheaper wood .. 
9. The use of vuneer indicates that the 
piece is inferior. 
10. A mortise-and-tenon joint is used in 
the cornera. 
11.. The drawers are joined merely by 
nailing and glulng. 
12. The inside of the drawers is shellacked. 
I 




EVALUArI ON FOillv1 L 
IN'F.tIBPB.ETi\TION OF BUYING INFORMA'rIOH 
Modified 'frue-Falsa Form 
Purpose: Sellers claim that coMUI1Brs often fail to use information 
furnished them. This is a test to determine how much you understand about 
brands, labels, and grades. 
Directions: Read the stataIJBnt s below. For each true statement, mark an 
X in the corresponding blank.. For each false statement, mark out the word 
01" phrase which makes the stateent false, and write in the corresponding 
blank the word or phraBe which would make the staterr.ent correct. 
l. There are many brands of the sane cormnodi ty which have the sane 
--- quality. 
2. All standardization agencies use the same measuring stick in 
--- setting up standards. 
3. Cosmetics containing poisons are barred from interstate commerce. 
---
4. Informative labeling is the beat guide for the buyer of fabrics. 
---
5. Labels indicating merely thRt the commodity has been accepted 
--- are good guides in the purchase of household linens. 
6. The intelligent consumer inquires about the results of tests and 
--- asks who certifies the quality of the goods she buys. 
? • An article with a brand name has _prestige gained through advertising 
--- programs of the company, which may make a branded article cost more. 
8. Poor quality products as well as good quality products are frequently 
--- sold under attractive brand nan:es. 
9. Trade names supply no specific information about the quality of 
--- the goods. 
10. If a commodity has been tested, it will give the service the 
consumer desires. 
11. Branded goods which have been nationally advertised generally 
remain constant in quality. 
12. It is believed that the consumer will gut the best value for his 
--- money if he can buy according to specifications. 
13. lllally retail merchants fail to know what definite standards their 
goods met. 
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14. The person who orders by trade nmne can do his shopping through 
mail orde.r houses, another person, or over the telephone. 
15. Federal specifications indicate a good quality product which is 
adequate for the use to be made of it. 
16. Food labeled substandard is unfit for human consumption. 
17. The federal government does not have authority to regulate the 
manufaetm-e or aale of any products which are ma.de a.nd sold 
within a state. 
18. Grade labeling is leas confusing to the consu:rmr because he does 
not have to learn specifiea.tions for a wide range of commodities. 
19.. A good label tells tha grade quality of the pro duet as well as 
the quality of it • 
20. The consumer who does not know how to interpret information 
given in grades and labels will have difticulty in making 
purehaeee. 
I 
EVALUATION FORM M 
IN'rEii.PRETA'rION O:F' DA:l'A FOUND ON CLO'l'HING LABELS 
Matching Form 
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Purpose: The clothing industry has established over a period of time 
certain terms wr,ich, if properly understood, can aid the consumer in 
getting qualities she v11:.nts in clothing she buys. mhis is a teat to deter-
mine your understanding of inforl:ll:ltion often furnished on clothing labels. 
Directions: Under "Part A" are listed some terms frequently found on 
clothing labels.. Under "Part B" are definitions of some of the terms. 
Select from "Part A" the terms which fit each of the descriptions in 
"Part Bn, and write its letter in the correct blank. Some of the terms 
in t1Part A11 will not be used. 
Part A - l'erms 
A. Combed fibers used 
B. Completely shrunk 
C. Dan River 





I • Spun rayon 
J'. Tebilized 
K. Unidure 
L. Vat dyed 
M. Washable 
N. Will not shrink 
Part B - Definitions 
L Nan:e of' manufacturer who makes high quality cotton. fabrics. 
2. Pertains to shrinkage, but gives no reliable information. 
3. The most dependable label for color fastness. 
4._May be color fast to washinf:; ::>r to sun. 
5. Gives no clue as to shrinkage or fading. 
6. Name of a cotton fabric. 
?. Indicates that tl:ere will be no more than 1% shrinkage. 
G. Treatr!Bnt to resist wrinl:des. 
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11\JALUA'rION ]'ORM N 
Matching Form 
Purpose: Many consumers do not know how to get impartial :Lnfo:rmation about 
the goods that they buy. This is a test to determine your understanding 
of services offered by various agencies. 
Directions: Listed under "Part .At1 are a number of agencies which offer 
.services for the consun:er; under "Part B" are descriptions of services 
offered by soioo of the agencies. From "Part A" select the name of tbe 
agency which fits each description given in "Part, B", and write its letter 
in the appropriate blank. SoJ:llf'I of the items in "Part A" will n.ot be used. 
Part A 
Ageucies Which Perform Consumer services 
a. Consumer's Union 
b. American Gas Company 
c. Bouse hold Finance Company 
d. Underwriter's Laboratories 
e. Uni'ted ,States Department of Agriculture 
f • Sears Roe buck and Company 
g. American H0100 Economies Association 
h. Better Business Bureau 
i. Consumer•.s Research 
j. American Medical Association 
k. Good Housakeaping Institute 
1. Parents' Magazine 
m. Council on Dental Therapeutics 
Part B 
1._An i.ndependent, non-profit agency which furnishes a reliable check on 
products of all kinds. 
2. __ A lending agency interested in improving the ma.nageDl3nt of money. 
3. A mail order and ,retail chain store which offers product-buying information. 
4. A tax-supported service which offers information concerning points to 
-look for in buying products. Especially for the agricultural 
population. 
5. An organization of businessl'lJl:lll primarily to protect themselves against 
- unfair business practices. Offers product-buying information. 
6. A :professional organization. which tests dentriflces and publishes a 
~list of approved ones. 
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7.~An agency which tests products submitted for advertising in their 
magazine and awEl!ds a seal of approval for products passing the test. 
8. All organization of trained home economists which publiehe s consumer 
~purchasing leaflets. 
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EVALUA'rION FORM 0 
BUYING AND SELLING PRACTICES 
Purpose: There are some. things that the buyer ean do to improve his 
situation and some others ·tnat the seller should do. This is a form for 
suggesting needed improvements. 
Directions: Using help from all the sources that you know 1 fill in the 
two columns below. 
BEl'TER SELLING PRACTICES 
Provide reliable information--
advertising, labeling, and 
informed salespeople • 
{Fill in the rest of the columns) 
BETI'ER BUYING PRACTICES 
Use of information provided--
informative advertising, labeling, 
and sales talk. 
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EVALUATION FORM P 
RA'I'E YOURSEI.JT AS A C01Ji:JU1&R 
Purpose: In order to get the, things we really want for money we spend, we 
need to do certain things. 'rhis sheet is a means of rating yourself as a 
conswrer. 
Directions: Below are listed some things that an alert, consumer would · 
usually do in making purchases. Check (X} in the appropriate column to 
indicate whether you do the thing listed nlways, usually, sometirres, or 
never. 
Do you 
Plan your money carefully, so that 
it buys real values? 
Refrain from ttspur of the mon:ent" 
decisions in making major purchases? 
Resist high pressure sales tech-
niques which try to persuude you to 
buy? 
Read labels carefully? 
Ask for needed information not 
included on labels? 
Spend only your fair share of the 
family income? 
Refrain from buying so:uething you 
don't want just because it is offered 
as a bargain? 
Know how ·to judge articles that you 
buy frequently? 
Always 
Get impa.rtial information to help in 
selecting articles you buy occasionally? 
Use approved methods of care for a given 
article? 
Compare _priees in different stores before 
buying? 
Avoid buying during rush hours? 
Wear hose when trying on shoos? 
Secure a written guarantee on all major 
purchases? 
Usually Sometinas Never 
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EVALUATION FORM"Q 
WE~KLY PROGRESS SHEET 
Purpose: In order to know how well we have spent our time, we need to 
consider what we have done and what we have gains d trom our experiences. 
This is a record of our activities and what we have gained :from them. 
Directions: Fill in the spaces under ea.ch of the following headings. 
I. Cons\.llll3r problems !£!!_ study ~ discussion 
II. outside readings. 
III. Contribution~ class, special projects! 
IV. ~ projects 







* Special reports, demonstrations:, investigations, hostess, bulletin board, 
or housekeeping duties. 
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EV1'..LU1iTI0N Jl'ORM R 
EX.HIBI'l'S AND DISPLAYS3 
A Rating Sheet 
Purpose: A display is a good way to show what we have done or to teach a 
lesson. This is a rating sheet to deterF~ne how well a display or exhibit 
has been set up. 
Directions: Below are listed some qualities of an effective display or 
exhibit. Check in the ap9ropri ate columns to indicate whether the display 
ia good, fair, or poor in each quality listed. 
1. Display emphasizes the things being 
studied. 
2. All objects in the disploy emphasize 
one idea. 
3. 1.'he arrangelll3nt has a single center 
of interest. 
4. ill lines made by the objects@:iisplayed 
lead toward the center of interest. 
5. 'I'he objects exhibited are not over-
crowded. 
6. The exhibit is simple enough to teach 
a lesson at a glance. 
7. The exhibit has sufficient interest to 
cause · people to stop and look. 
8. Things used in the exhibit meet the 
standards agreed upon. 
9. 'l'he background used is attractive but 
also inconspicuous. 
10. Legends used are brief but self-
explanatory. 
3 Suggestions for Teaching Child Care and Development, prepared by 
graduate students in Homa Econo.mics Education, Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College, as a part of class v.ork, Fall, 1945. 
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IV 
RECO.w/~NDATION FOR USE 
An attempt has been made to study and understand evaluation methods 
sufficiently to suggest some which are appropriate for use in teaching 
consumer education. Aa a result of the study, the writer makes the :following 
recommendations for teachers to use in planning the evaluation of consumer 
education: 
1. Evaluation activities in consmmr education should be planned to 
arouse interest, challenge activity, and lead to setting up goals for class 
work. They should reveal attitudes and experiences of students. They should 
enable students and teachers to see progress in relation to goals, and furnish 
a basis for further planning. They should show information acquired and its 
application to real problems. 
2.. Student a should be allowed to assume responsibility for gathering 
in:formation through interviews, letters, surveys, trips to stores, and for 
presenting informati o~ gathered in tha form of reports, displays, :panels, 
and demonstrations. Through such activities a wealth of pertinent information 
can be assembled--much more than the teacher could possibly gather alone, 
and the students will acquire valuable experience in finding the answers to 
problems. 
3. Students should be encouraged to participate in setting up and 
carrying out class work~ and to keep records of _progress. 
4. Make use of simple, inf'ormal instruments which tbs students themselvs, 
help construct. since such instruments are often more applicable to the nee 
in a given situation than those made by so-called e:x:perts.. Use such infc 
instruroon.ts to supplement forn:al methods of evaluating :progress. 
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5. Use all kinds of techniques for gathering evidence on changes in 
the total personality of the student. Descriptive evidence should be 
used to supplement standardized tests. 
The writer in no way means to imply that any or all of the evaluation 
materials proposed here should be used as they are; rather it is suggested 
that they may serve as a starting :point for working out an evaluation 
program in keeping with the needs of local comm:uni ties. 
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